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The Hyundai Imax van is the perfect solution for the family needing to transport a wheel chair. As a vehicle,
Hyundai have a terrific reputation and warranty, with service and repairs available through- out the country.
Layouts can be tailored to suit your specific needs. The most common layout is to remove the original rear third
row, allowing space for the wheel chair.
We use and recommend quality Braun lifts, and dependent upon the wheel chair size, we have two options to
choose from. The restraint system installed is the quality Q’Straint slide and click. They are easy to use and
operate.
Entry height is 1175 mm allowing sufficient clearance for most applications. Internally the height increases .
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Our Imax upgrades come standard with a carpeted steel floor and upgraded rear suspension to handle the
additional loads . The spare wheel also remains underneath the vehicle and is easily lowered should the need arise
For further options and enquires please don't hesitate to contact us.
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Entry Height.
Entry height is 1175 mm allowing sufficient
clearance for most applications. Internally
the height increases .

Vista VL995-2740
The Vista lift is a compact unit and has the best visibility due
to the unique stacking platform, which is stowed
away below the rear window line.
Platform dimensions:
Length 101 cm
Width 68 cm
Capacity
272 KG

Century XT CL995-3052
The XT series incorporates a telescopic stacking
platform, providing a larger deck
for longer wheel chairs.
Platform dimensions:
Length 131 cm
Width 74 cm
Capacity
272 KG

When it comes to restraint systems you cant beat the high quality Q’Straint “Slide & Click” range. We use and
recommend the “deluxe” version as they have the provision for additional tensioning when required.
The “Slide & Click” range simplify the securing of the wheel chair and have now become industry standard.
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Option—fold down seats*
The option of
additional single or double
fold seats is also available,
should the need arise.

* With 2 single seats-Confirm wheel chair width. Gap is 625mm when seats are in the raised position

Option—storage box

Spare wheel access

The option of
A storage box to retain the restraints and associated components when not in use

Alternate Mobility is a registered NDIS and Voss industry provider and have been service agents for
several years though our sister company, Alternate Solutions Group.
Our motto is “Freedom of motoring,” we are committed to finding a safe and cost effective solution for
client ‘s themselves—not forgetting the carers, occupational therapists, and health and safety
personnel.
Alternate Mobility has formed effective alliances with the major suppliers and providers using only high
quality products which are designed for the wheelchair and vehicle access industries/markets.
These include and but are not limited to:
Wheelchair lifts
Restraints and seat belts systems
Hoists
Winches
Seating
Ramps and steps
Automated doors, ramps and tailgates
Custom hand rails
Custom flooring
Whether it is a simple repair or major upgrade or through
an OHS compliance issue, our aim is to help find a
solution to meet your needs.
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